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"Teaching With TV"
Experimental Courses
Start With 2nd Semester
A course in Physical Science will be taught via closed circuit television at Iowa State
Teach rs College during the second semester of the present school year. The science
course will be the first in a series of continuing experiments to find effective methods of
using television as a teaching aid.
One hundred fifty students wm be taught in two classrooms while the insb·uctor lectures, shows displays and demonstrates scientific experiments in the college studios.
Equipmen t for the project is now being installed, according to Herbert V. Hake, Director of Radio and TV at the college.
Two vidicon cameras, a film chain, coaxial cable to the classrooms, and four television
monitor sets are being added to the lighting and camera equipmen t already owned by
the college. Joe Wasser, Waterloo, has been employed as television engineer. The cameras will be operated by student assistants.
"Experimentation is the plan," said Hake. "We want to find out if television can help
us increase enrollment without increasing staff. We want to learn just how effective television can be as a tool for the teacher. With the cameras moving right down on an experiment or a demonstration and even showing microscopic views, large numbers of students can easily see what the teacher is talking about."
Hake said that the science course will be a demonstra tion of techniques for use by
other departmen ts as well as an investigation of television teaching methods in science.
The teachers selected for the first experiment are veteran television teachers with sevral years of experience on ISTC's TV schooltime series broadcast over WOI-TV. He mentioned that such courses as speech correction , art appreciation, and psychological testing
have been taught effectively via television at other colleges in the U.S.
No Supervisors Present
Unlike commercial television, there will be no formal opening or closing to the classes.
"We won't be producing spectaculars so we'll leave the backgroun d music and the titles
and credits to the commercial stations," said Hake. "What we want to produce is a classroom situation where 150 students or more can all be within a few feet of the lecturer
and the experiments being conducted."
One unusual feature of the first test will be the absence of a supervisor or proctor in
the classroom. Experiments in TV teaching in other institutions have always been made
with a proctor on hand to take the roll, insure discipline, etc. 'We want to see if it's
possible to do an effective job of teaching additional students with our present staff,"
said Hake.
Hake pointed out that all teaching will be done in a central studio. The teachers will
be provided with the television facilities and will have to prepare all demonstrations and
chart and experiments themselves. Although only one course will be taught during the
first emester-long trial, additional monitoring equipmen t would provide facilities for
larger classes and classes in other subjects at little additional expense.
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